QUESTION-ANSWERING SYSTEMS AS EFFICIENT SOURCES OF TERMINOLOGICAL INFORMATION: AN EVALUATION

Abstract

Question-answering systems (or QA Systems) stand as a new alternative for Information Retrieval Systems. Most users often need to retrieve specific information about a factual question in order to obtain a whole document. We conducted a study to evaluate the efficiency of QA systems as terminological sources for physicians, specialized translators, and users in general. To this end we analyzed the performance of one open-domain QA system, START, and one restricted-domain QA system, MedQA. The research entailed a collection of two hundred definitional questions (What is...?), either general or specialized, from WebMed. We studied the sources that QA systems used to retrieve the answers, and later applied different evaluation measures to mark the quality of answers. Both QA systems were determined to be appropriate for the retrieval of terminology, proving reliable as sources and supplying correct answers.
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Introduction

Question-answering systems (heretofore QA Systems) can be viewed as a new alternative to the more familiar Information Retrieval Systems. These systems try to offer detailed, understandable answers to factual questions, in order to retrieve a collection of documents related to a particular search. In recent years, the development of QA systems has been encouraged and furthered through the TREC meetings (Text REtrieval Conference) — mainly since TREC-8. This Conference has proven to be an important international forum, putting together and improving research efforts behind the different aspects of information retrieval. The QA systems try to make retrieval easier through the short-answer question models. Accordingly, users do not have to read the full text of documents such as a web page, an article of scientific journal, etc., in order to arrive at the information they need because the QA system shows the correct answer by means of a number, a noun, a short phrase or a concise extract of text.

The questions used in QA systems can be expressed using interrogative adverbs (who, what, which, how, when, where), or in imperative form (tell me, show, list…). Once the question is provided, the QA systems extract natural language answers, to be comprehended in a natural way for humans. QA systems follow three main steps: first of all, the systems retrieve the documents to obtain relevant sentences about the search term; they retrieve and select the sentences; and finally, they choose non-redundant definition sentences from the overall results of sentence retrieval, to
delimit the response. The objective pursued is for the systems to retrieve only the correct information to answer the users’ questions. Evaluation is one of the most important dimensions in QA systems, as the process of assessing, comparing and ranking is key to monitoring progress in the field. The main component of these systems consists of measuring modules, which analyze the tagged sentences in the documents selected, and compare them with the question in order to find the most similar sentence. Generally speaking, QA systems feature very simple and user-friendly interfaces, and rely on methods of linguistic analysis and natural language processing in the different phases of operation. For example, when dealing with the questions posed by the users, they identify their component parts and then determine the kind of answer anticipated. The ones that allow users to query in different languages are known as multilingual QA systems.

Although these systems have enriched the possibilities of information retrieval tools, QA systems are also hampered by certain restrictions. To date, most of them are not open-domain systems or general systems, but rather restricted-domain systems specializing in a particular field. Moreover, all of these QA systems are based on prototypes; that is, they are available as demos, and only in a few cases have been marketed. A further problem can be found in the design of these systems: what is needed is a more interactive QA procedure that allows for real feedback between questions and answers, and user communication with the system on a conversational level.
While not many QA systems are available on the Internet, we do have some open-domain QA systems such as START\textsuperscript{14}, developed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, it is a very atypical which includes calls to OMNIBASE, a system that integrates heterogeneous data sources using an object-property-value model (Katz et al., 2002); NSIR\textsuperscript{15}, developed by the University of Michigan; or Qualim\textsuperscript{16}, financed by Microsoft; in addition to some restricted-domain QA systems including MedQA\textsuperscript{17}, developed by Columbia University. In the case of NSIR and Qualim, answers are constructed on the basis of information provided by Google\textsuperscript{18} and Wikipedia\textsuperscript{19}, respectively. Although START also retrieves information from Wikipedia, it uses other specialized sources such as directories, databases, dictionaries, or encyclopaedias. Meanwhile, MedQA retrieves information from the medical database Medline, specialized dictionaries, Wikipedia and certain search engines like Google.

In the Web setting, the overload of information may be perceived more acutely than in other contexts. When users pose a given question by means of search engine tools (including directories or metasearchers), the systems tend to retrieve an excessive number of web pages, many of which are not relevant or useful in light of the users' needs. Professionals in different areas claim that QA systems constitute a good method to obtain specialized information in quick and efficient manner.\textsuperscript{20-22}

In a study by Ely,\textsuperscript{23} participating physicians spent on the average less than two minutes looking for information to resolve clinical queries, although many of their
questions remained unanswered. Regarding this point, some researchers have shown that the physicians trust QA systems as search methods for specialized information retrieval.\textsuperscript{21,24} The general public increasingly consults knowledge resources like the Web as well: before or after seeing a doctor, for themselves or for relatives, to obtain information about the nature of a disease, the indications and contraindications of a treatment, etc.\textsuperscript{12}

While researchers have looked into various aspects of QA systems in recent years, one facet that is widely overlooked is the formal evaluation of this tool and the results it supplies. Indeed, no study to date has focused specifically on the information sources from which responses are derived. This is the main aim of our line of research. Ideally, QA systems should create coherent definitions in a dynamic way, and ones that contain and summarize the most descriptive information contained in a document collection, in view of the specific term or focus of the user query.\textsuperscript{12,25}

Our objective led us to use definition-type questions in order to evaluate two QA systems and determine the different sources behind the retrieval of medical information. In the sections below we describe the questions used, the QA systems analyzed and the measures of evaluation applied. Finally, we show our results and briefly expound some conclusions.
Methodology

We took a sample of two hundred definitional questions about different medical issues as the basis of this study. The questions were obtained from the webpage WebMD®, a US health portal providing valuable health information and support, tools for managing health problems, and specialized background on a number of illnesses. It was created by health specialists who aspire to explain, briefly yet credibly, in-depth medical information, reference material, and online community programs.

The collection of two hundred questions was created using the expression “What is...? (i.e. what is irritable bowel syndrome?) in the internal search engine of the website; and in turn, WebMD provided a list of some 6000 responses in their characteristic question-answer format. We chose around 250 factual questions about different health issues, specified in Table 1. It was not our intention to evaluate the coverage of the databases sources of QA systems START and MedQA, but merely to appraise how they work and what sources they retrieve data from. This led us to finally choose 200 questions to be answered by both systems.

Authors Ely and colleagues suggest a classification of five hierarchical categories to categorize medical questions. Firstly they distinguish between clinical and non-clinical questions: the clinical questions are further divided into general and specific; general questions are divided into evidence and no-evidence; and in turn, the evidence questions are divided into intervention and no-intervention. While not all
these categories were appropriate for our purposes, they served as the foundation for our classification (Table 1).

Table 1. Categories of reference of definitional questions.

START, a QA system allowing users to pose questions about various health issues, can respond to even very specialized questions within the area of health care. It has a dynamic yet easy interface, and responds quickly. Information is retrieved from a very wide list of sources, such as World Book, The World Factbook 2008, START KB, Internet Public Library, and many others.

Meanwhile, MedQA is a specialized QA system that analyses thousands of documents to arrive at a coherent response. Because it works specifically in the area of health care, its sources are more specialized. It also has a user-friendly interface, but it is slower than START. It retrieves information from a wide array of sources, including Wikipedia, Medline or Medline Plus.

After presenting the questions to both QA systems, we analyzed and evaluated the answers obtained, and identified the source or sources used by the system. Answers were marked as: incorrect (0 points), inexact (1 point) or correct (2 points), according to the guidelines of CLEF (Cross Language Evaluation Forum). To be judged as correct, the answer had to respond accurately to the question asked, not use more than 100 words in its response, and not contain irrelevant information. All the questions that were answered correctly yet did not fulfil these criteria were considered inexact. Likewise, we recorded the response time and the partial or total
repetitions of information by the systems. The mark obtained by each question was
the baseline for application of further evaluation measures, explained below.30

*Mean Reciprocal Rank* (MRR) is a statistical tool for evaluating any process that
produces a list of possible answers to a query. The reciprocal rank of a query
response is the multiplicative inverse of the rank of the first correct answer (for
example, if a question gets the correct answer in the 1st place, it will receive a score of
1, it would be ½ if it is in the 2nd place, 1/3 in the 3rd place...). If the answer is not
found, a score of 0 is assigned. MRR can be used with several correct answers, but it
only takes into account the first correct answer found.

*Total Reciprocal Rank* (TRR) is useful when there is more than one correct answer
to a question. In these cases, it is not sufficient to consider the first correct answer in
evaluations; instead, TRR takes into consideration all the correct answers and assigns
a weight to each according to its ranking in the list provided by the system. For
example, if the QA system provides two correct answers (the first and the third
ones), the TRR will be 1/1 + 1/3.

*First Hit Success* (FHS) assigns 1 if the first answer returned by the system is
correct, and 0 if it is not. This measure, then, only accepts the first questions in the
list of results.

We used the measurement of “precision” in the evaluation of information
retrieval. It is understood as the capacity of system to retrieve documents or answers
(in the case of QA systems) relevant to the query and well ranked (in the case of systems ranking the results).

\[
\text{precision} = \frac{\text{Number of relevant documents retrieved}}{\text{Total number of documents retrieved}}
\]

Results

After posing 200 questions in our QA systems, we identified the sources used by them to obtain the answers. START provided answers to the medical questions from six sources, appearing in this order: Wikipedia, American Medical Association (the only specialized source used by START), The Internet Movie Data Bases, Webopedia.com, Yahoo and Merriam Webster Dictionary.

Very briefly, Wikipedia is a widely used online encyclopaedia able to offer information about different issues in several languages. The website American Medical Association\textsuperscript{31} offers useful information about health for patients and physicians. The Internet Movie Database (IMBD)\textsuperscript{32} is an American movie site, available in some languages, with data about movies, series and actors from all over the world. Yahoo\textsuperscript{33} is a directory that categorizes web pages under different subjects. Webopedia.com\textsuperscript{34} is an online computer dictionary and internet search engine for internet terms and technical support. And finally, the Merriam-Webster Dictionary\textsuperscript{35} is a free dictionary and thesaurus more strictly speaking, with definitions, etymology, pronunciation, etc. for each entry.
The source that offered more answers was Wikipedia, with a total of 182. Second was Merriam Webster Dictionary with 84 answers –although 31 of these answers repeated exactly the same information, for which reason we rejected them. American Medical Association, the only specialized source, gave 36 answers. The sources providing the fewest answers were The Internet Movie Data Base (IMDB), Yahoo and Webopedia.com, with 5, 2 and 1 answers obtained, respectively.

Table 2. Sources used by START

In evaluating the quality of the results by the START sources (Table 3), Wikipedia was found to be the source giving more correct answers (104), with 42 answers that were inexact and 36 others that were incorrect. Some of the inexact answers pointed to an intermediating “window” of sorts with several options related with the query. The general dictionary Merriam-Webster Dictionary offered 45 correct answers, 7 inexact ones and only one incorrect answer. The American Medical Association supplied just one correct answer and 35 inexact answers. The only response obtained through Webopedia.com was considered correct, whereas all the answers of IMDB and Yahoo were incorrect.

Table 3. Answers provided by START

The number of answers retrieved by MedQA was higher than for START, and most sources were of a specialized nature. Medline answered all the questions. This bibliographic database created by the U.S. National Library of Medicine includes citations and specialized articles from approximately 5000 selected journals, from 1966 to the present.
Table 4. Sources used by MedQA

The *Dictionary of Cancer Terms*37 (created by the U.S. National Institute of Cancer) and *Wikipedia* offered 192 and 191 answers, respectively. *Google* is appraised by previous authors as one of the best sources for answering definitional questions;24 this search engine offered 174 answers in our experience, though 34 were rejected as repetitions. *Dorland’s Illustrated Medical Dictionary*,38 another non-free dictionary for health issues, gave 143 answers. *Medline Plus*,39 as a multilingual medical portal with information about medication, disease and other health issues, features a medical encyclopaedia, tutorials and videos for patients; it gave us 105 answers. The multilingual glossary of *Technical and Popular Medical Terms*,40 set up by The European Commission and executed by Heymans Institute of Pharmacology and Mercator School, provided 29 results. The *National Immunization Program Glossary*41 of the U.S. Department of Health & Human Services supplied just 3 answers.

The two QA systems evaluated here gave similar figures for repeated answers (31 repetitions in START and 34 in MedQA). In START, all the repetitions were exactly identical, and came from the same sources (*Merriam-Webster Dictionary*). In MedQA, the repetitions offered more or less the same answer, but their sources were different (*Wikipedia* and *Google*). Although a question may harvest different yet equally valid answers at a given time, when the same answer is repeated, users tend to feel confused, and the list of results increases unnecessarily. This is why we “penalized” the QA systems by not considering these answers as valid.

Table 5. Answers shown by MedQA
As we see in Table 5, there were five sources providing more correct answers than inexact or incorrect ones: these were Medline Plus, Wikipedia, Google, Technical and Popular Medical Terms and National Immunization Program Glossary. The only source supplying a majority of inexact answers was Dorland’s Illustrated Medical Dictionary, which remitted irrelevant information about Dorland’s itself (copyright, edition and other non-pertinent information) in most responses. Medline and the Dictionary of Cancer Terms gave more incorrect answers, and this dictionary sometimes offered irrelevant or incorrect information. Medline is a bibliographical database, and it rarely showed definitions about specific terms, but instead supplied extracts from studies (or abstracts) by health specialists or other researchers. Thus, we may infer that the questions were not expressed in the best possible terms. This is due to MedQA was specifically designed and evaluated on definitional question-answering.

Calculation of the time of response (time elapsing before appearance of results on the screen) for each question led us to some interesting findings. The values obtained were quite different for the two systems: the average response time for START was 2 to 4 seconds, while MedQA was considerably slower –with a minimum of 10 seconds and a maximum of 135 seconds. Overall, nearly 50% of the queries were solved in a period between 26 and 35 seconds (Figure 1). During the wait, MedQA tells users that operations are underway at that moment –first of all, the system looks
over Google, then in Medline, and finally, it removes all the redundant answers to generate the coherent ones.

Figure 1. Analysis of frequencies according to the response time in MedQA

In identifying the sources used by the two systems, we applied specific measures for the evaluation of information retrieval. Table 6 indicates that the average number of answers retrieved for each question is considerably higher with MedQA (5.2) than with START (1.41). Moreover, MedQA gave, on the average, more correct responses per question, 2.17, as compared with the 0.94 of START. This finding comes to confirm that the more specialized system offers a more adequate coverage by subject for the sort of query collection used here; and aside from the greater yield of responses provided by MedQA, the average offerings of incorrect and inexact responses are also greater under this system (1.93 and 1.08, respectively) than with the general-domain system START (0.22 incorrect and 0.25 inexact ones).

Table 6. Measures for evaluating the quality of answers

As we explained in the section on Methods, MRR calculates the inverse value of the first correct answer, whereas FHS simply evaluates if the first answer was correct or not. The two measures show us, in this case, that MedQA ranks their results more adequately, because the first correct answer tends to appear in the first place of the list (more frequently than with START). This proves very important, as no algorithm is involved in the ranking process. These systems, then, maintain the ranking of answers as determined by the source they came from. In terms of user-friendliness,
FHS might be a somewhat more realistic or convenient measure, because users usually focus on the first answer retrieved.

The measure TRR is lower in MedQA, however. This figure takes into account not just the first one but all the correct responses supplied by the system, and weights the value of the correct response in light of its placement within the list of results. Since MedQA provides a greater amount of results, the correct responses in the lower positions of the ranking receive less weight, and the TRR drops with respect to that of the START, which consistently yielded fewer responses.

Finally, we assessed the precision of the two systems. The value obtained for START precision was higher (67% relevant responses) than for MedQA (42%). The percentages increased if the inexact answers were also included as relevant (84% with START and 67% for MedQA) Therefore, we may affirm that the more specialized system produces a greater degree of documental noise –that is, that the correct responses are accompanied by numerous incorrect and/or inexact one.

Discussion

The results obtained by presenting 200 questions to the two separate systems analysed here, START and MedQA, allowed us to subsequently evaluate their effectiveness and their use of different information sources. Despite certain limitations on the part of both systems (a lack of accessibility for the general public, and insufficient development in some specific areas), we were able to confirm that
both are very useful in the retrieval of valid definitional health-care information, with responses from both proving coherent and precise to an acceptable degree. However, as one might expect, the answers supplied by MedQA were more reliable than those of START in the sense that they came from specialized clinical or academic sources, most of them showing links to research articles addressing the matter at hand.

Another interesting finding is that the responses do not appear under a truly representative ranking of relevance, but rather, with both systems, results are shown in a pre-established order according to source of the information. The systems give priority in the display of results to those sources that consistently provide answers (like Wikipedia or Google), regardless of the criteria of reliability and credibility that should be demanded of scientific information. Notwithstanding, we did observe that MedQA always makes use of Medline in responding to queries, which can be interpreted as a sign of reliability (yet not necessarily of precision).

Results are encouraging in that they point to the potential of this type of tool in the more general realm of information access, as they may be a good, reliable and reasonably precise alternative on occasions, alleviating informational overload. They are able to provide concrete results quickly and easily. Recent studies\textsuperscript{9,42} have explored various possible means of enhancing the performance of such QA systems, for instance through the incorporation of ontology, which would heighten the
quality of the answers obtained by structuring, inter-relating and formalizing all relevant information from the thematic domain of reference.
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Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question Number</th>
<th>PAIN</th>
<th>INFLAMMATION</th>
<th>DISEASE</th>
<th>SYNDROME</th>
<th>INFECTION</th>
<th>TREATMENT</th>
<th>OTHERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Categories of reference of definitional questions.
Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>Answers obtained</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wikipedia</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Merriam Webster</em> Dictionary</td>
<td>84 (31 repetitions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Medical Association</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMDB</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yahoo</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webopedia.com</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>310</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Sources used by START
Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>Inexact</th>
<th>Incorrect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wikipedia</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merriam-Webster Dictionary</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Medical Association</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webopedia.com</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yahoo</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMDB</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>151</strong></td>
<td><strong>84</strong></td>
<td><strong>44</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Answers provided by START
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>Answer obtained</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medline</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dictionary of Cancer Terms</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wikipedia</td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google</td>
<td>174 (34 repetitions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorland’s Illustrated Medical Dictionary</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medline Plus</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical and Popular Medical Terms</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Immunization Program Glossary</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>1037</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Sources used by MedQA
Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>Inexact</th>
<th>Incorrect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Google</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wikipedia</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medline Plus</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dictionary of Cancer Terms</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical and Popular Medical Terms</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorland’s Illustrated Medical Dictionary</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medline</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Immunization Program Glossary</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>434</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>386</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Answers shown by MedQA
Table 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Average answers retrieved per question</th>
<th>Average correct answers per question</th>
<th>Average incorrect answers per question</th>
<th>Average inexact answers per question</th>
<th>MRR</th>
<th>FHR</th>
<th>TRR</th>
<th>Precision (1)</th>
<th>Precision (2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MedQA</td>
<td>5'18</td>
<td>2'17</td>
<td>1'93</td>
<td>1'08</td>
<td>0,86</td>
<td>0,75</td>
<td>0,40</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>START</td>
<td>1'41</td>
<td>0'94</td>
<td>0'22</td>
<td>0'25</td>
<td>0,60</td>
<td>0,61</td>
<td>0,59</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) Taking only correct responses into account
(2) Taking both correct and inexact responses into account

Table 6. Measures for evaluating the quality of answers
Response Time in MedQA

Analysis of frequencies according to the response time in MedQA
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